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Thin (40 pm) polyimide (C22H10O5N2)n films were implanted with 30 keV Ag+ ions and fluencies of 
(0,25 -  1,5)010Л17 с т л-2 at ion current densitys of 4.0, 8.0 and 12 рА /стл2. Reflectance and transmittance 
spectra in wavelength range of 2 0 0 - 1100 nm for both sides of the films (implanted and non-implanted) have 
been measured. Metal ion implantation into the polymers creates both carbonaceous clusters, responsible for 
enhanced optical absorption, and metallic inclusions leading to the additional absorption as well as strong 
reflection and scattering of light. Abrupt increasing of absorbance below A=500 nm is observed in 
transmittance spectra. Three weak peaks in UV region at 210 nm, 254nm and 311 nm are clearly seen in 
reflectance spectrum of the virgin sample. In the visible light region reflectance for both sides of the samples 
increases with fluence and show maxima at A=620 nm and A=800 nm for implanted and non-implanted sides. 
These peaks are originated from surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in silver nanoparticles. The SPR peak 
positions shift continiously to longer wavelengths with fluence due to increase of silver nanoparticle sizes. 
Moreover the red shift of SPR peak for non-implanted side indicates non-uniform distribution of mean cluster 
sizes along the depth of modified layer. Three UV peaks mentioned above haven't been observed for 
implanted side whereas their intensities were increased for non-implanted one. Such behavior is explained by 
complete carbonization of the near-surface region and heating induced modification of the film beyond the ion 
projected range. It was observed also that peak at A=254 nm shifts to shorter wavelengths with fluence. 
Optical parameters of modified layers, mean sizes of silver clusters and origin of the peak shifts are discussed. 
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Great potential of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding applications has 
been undoubtedly acknowledged due to their high conductivity, small diameter, high aspect ratio, large 
specific surface area, chemical stability, and low weight. In this work we report on the EMI shielding properties 
of aligned CNTs in the 78-118 GHz frequency range. The samples of CNT arrays aligned perpendicularly to 
the Si substrate were grown by the floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition. The advantage of this 
technique is that CNTs are naturally formed with iron phases inclusions of catalyst nanoparticles, what gives 
rise to magnetic losses along with the dielectric ones. It was revealed that the interaction of electromagnetic 
radiation (EMR) with the CNT arrays is characterized by a resonant behavior, and all the CNT samples 
possess high shielding efficiency (SE) of EMR. The influence of the percentage content of magnetic 
inclusions, as well as the height of the CNT arrays on the absorbing properties of the obtained CNT arrays was 
investigated. It was found that the higher is the catalyst precursor loading during the CNT synthesis, the higher 
attenuation of EMR by the samples would be. In particular, the highest attenuation (18-29 dB) was reached for 
the 35 pm CNT array obtained at a 10 wt.% concentration of the feeding solution, what was the result of both 
the high reflection and absorption of electromagnetic waves by CNTs. Approximately the same values (16-26 
dB) of attenuation was obtained by a 110 pm CNT array, obtained at a 1 wt.% concentration of the feeding 
solution. The possible mechanisms of interaction of EMR with the CNT arrays, the origin of resonance 
behavior, as well as the future applications of the investigated material were discussed.
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